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CARIS1 HIPS2 and SIPS3 10.2.2

Highlights

 The HIPS Essential licensed module is now available. This module is tailored for use by Ports and 
Waterways and small survey companies, designed to meet standard multibeam processing 
workflow requirements.

 Support for Teledyne Atlas Hydrosweep in S7K has been added to the Teledyne S7K converter.

Enhancements 

1. This term is a trademark of Teledyne CARIS, Reg. USPTO and CIPO
2. This term is a trademark of Teledyne CARIS, Reg. USPTO 
3. This term is a trademark of Teledyne CARIS, Reg. USPTO 

Reference Description

Additional Bathymetry 

Multiple detection data has a detection type attribute set when added to the 
Additional Bathymetry cloud. The ability to hide soundings based on detection 
type has been added to Subset Editor. 

Convert To HIPS 

Support for Teledyne Atlas Hydrosweep in S7K has been added to the Teledyne 
S7K converter. 

GPS Tide is now automatically converted with the Teledyne PDS converter. 

Documentation 

The description of the procedure for running the Surface/Polygon Filter in HIPS 
and SIPS help has been updated to be more detailed. 

Export 

When exporting HIPS data to GSF, and the datum is not WGS84, the datum will 
now be set to “Unknown” rather than left empty. 

GUI

A new HIPS Essential licensed module is now available. This license provides a 
limited subset of HIPS functionality.

New HIPS Essential licensing restricts the HIPS project for use by one user at a 
time. Multi-user access will require a HIPS Profession license. 

Water Column Imaging

Searching for WCI in Seabeam data in Swath and Subset now looks for *.xse, 
*.wcixse and *.wci.xse extensions. 
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Maintenance
Reference Description

Attitude Editor, Swath Editor

Edits in Swath Editor were not being saved if edits were also made in Attitude 
Editor while both were open. As well, closing Attitude Editor then caused the 
application to fail. These issues have been resolved.

Windows in Attitude Editor would fail to display data when undocked from the 
main application window. This has been resolved.

Calibration, 

An issue has been resolved in Subset Editor, when first opening calibration 
mode, where existing entries in the HIPS vessel file (*.hvf) were not being read 
into the editor.

CARIS Batch

Attempting to export a raster image, such as a mosaic, to LAS will now show an 
appropriate error message. 

Raster surfaces can now be exported to LAS.

Unicode characters, such as ü, are now properly interpreted by CARIS Batch. 

Extended ASCII characters, such as é, are now displayed correctly in more 
instances in error messages.

Compute TPU 

Running Compute TPU on Kongsberg *.all data no longer fails with an error due 
to a mismatch in profiles number from Observed Depths and Slant Range files.

Convert To HIPS

Kongsberg conversion using the direct reference option now honours the 
timestamps setting, allowing the GPS time or System time to be used. The 
default Auto option will use GPS time.

Critical Soundings

There are no longer issues with setting attributes on critical soundings in the 
main view and in Subset Editor.

Filters, Subset Editor

When using the Surface Filter inside Subset Editor, with a subset containing 
more than 70000 soundings, soundings on the eastern edge of the subset were 
not being rejected. This has been fixed.

Installation

Visual Studio 2010 Redistributable has been added to the HIPS and SIPS 
installation since it is required for the Hypack HS2 (API) conversion.

Raster Mosaic

Creating a new raster mosaic and choosing to populate it either by minimum or 
maximum value resulted in only the last raster being considered for the output. 
Now, all specified inputs are properly considered.
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SIPS Backscatter

Creating a SIPS Backscatter mosaic using Time Series would sometimes store 
invalid node values in the output mosaic. This has been resolved.

When the Time Series option is used to create a SIPS Backscatter mosaic, and 
the data does not contain Time Series data, an error message is produced in the 
Output window and processing is discontinued for that data.

SIPS Side Scan

An issue where Course Made Good data was not interpolated correctly across 
the 0/360 degree crossover has been resolved.

Subset Editor

Flagging soundings in Subset Editor is now as responsive as it was in previous 
versions.

Using a reference model as a reference surface in Subset Editor is now being 
clipped correctly when their coordinate systems are not the same.

Subset Tiles

Opening Subset Tiles before other data no longer causes issues when selecting 
and creating profiles.

Surfaces

If a surface had a geographic coordinate reference system (CRS), exporting the 
surface to ASCII to a projected CRS with ground coordinates was disallowed. 
Exporting with ground coordinates is now allowed if the output CRS is projected. 

It was possible to export a surface to ASCII using a geographic CRS and specify 
to use ground coordinates for the output. If the output is geographic, a 
geographic coordinate format is now required. 

Error messages for invalid coordinate formats have been adjusted to be more 
clear.

Variable Resolution

 CUBE Variable Resolution Surface creation is now generating consistent results 
when a node has multiple hypothesis with the same strength, or when using 
Locale with no hypothesis within the distance of the average mean.

Reference Description


